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TRADITION

POLYFASER’s success story began in 1968 when this small family business was founded by Josef and Elda Wagmeister. Thanks to a combination of regional ties and a global perspective, the company grew to
become a leading European company for the production of swimming
pools in glass fibre reinforced polyester and pool roofings, affording
top priority to high quality materials and the reliability of transportation, assembly and service. To this day, all products are hand-crafted in Prato allo Stelvio in South Tyrol. Under the management and
guidance of the founders’ three sons, Horst, Helmut and Manfred, over
100 qualified workers from the surrounding area contribute to the success of this family business thanks to their many years of experience.
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JOIE DE
Simple, direct and stylish: Through their clear-cut, linear design, rectangular pools made from a single
piece create classic elegance which discreetly blends in the existing environment, whilst adding
to its appeal. The POLYFASER product range includes ten rectangular pool models in various sizes
and designs, all completely impermeable and durable. Wide steps ensure easy access into the refreshing and seductive bright blue water, appearing especially natural and clear thanks to the white
colour of the pool. Two ergonomically designed lounges ensure relaxation and a sense of well-being.
On request, they are also available with massage functions – for pure relaxation!

								

VIVRE

All pools
can be produced
to allow a very high
level of water.
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DIVE

A POLYFASER pool is an eye-catcher in any setting. The wide range
of models and designs ensures that the perfect pool can be found
for all tastes, needs and settings and can be further personalized
thanks to the selection of colours: four different shades are available for an exclusive 3D surface coating in a granite look. Each one
of our monobloc pools can therefore be adapted to your personal
preferences. All coatings are extremely durable and resistant,

3D ceramic colours

even when exposed to extreme elements such as frost or salt

Anthracite grey

water. For an additional optical feature, the pool surround can

Antique beige

be covered with stone slabs, tiles, wood or various other materials

Ocean white

according to your preferences.

Ocean blue
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If you share the philosophy that less is more, if you always
focus on the essential things and would like to get the best
out of your pool, then you can choose a model with a corner
entrance. This place-saving alternative without front steps will
allow you to enjoy optimally your pool for its actual purpose:
to swim across its full length. The straight, minimalist design
emphasises the sporty character of this modern pool model,
for outdoor swimming without limits.

Ceramic colour anthracite grey

RELAXATION
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SILENCE
Our monobloc pools with individually shaped special steps reflect our passion for detail. Four models in varying shapes and designs with elegant and
safe built-in steps enlarge the range of products offered by POLYFASER,
ensuring diversity of design in your area of leisure. The built-in seat, which
can be fitted with massage functions on request, ensures soothing relaxation.
On request, some models can be fitted with a technical equipment chamber.
In addition, all models are also available with a higher water level (skimmer).
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BREATH
IN
Pure harmony: Thanks to their soft, rounded design, our free-style, monobloc pools fit
perfectly into any outdoor area. The elegant, curvy design is enhanced by the comfortable,
built-in steps and a pool seating, inviting you to relax and unwind, with the option to equip
it as a massage bench. Thanks to the fact that the pools are made “from a single piece”,
the soft shapes are completely smooth and free of any gaps or joints. Choose the free-style
model which best suits your personal preferences and requirements, with a choice of five
models in varying sizes and designs!

Monobloc pools with curved, Roman-style steps, boast a classic, easy-access and elegant
design with a bold sense of style. Follow Neptune into the refreshing waves and enjoy the
glorious days of ancient Rome. The pools themselves have an attractive clear, linear shape
which looks superb in any setting. Choose from six different pool models in varying sizes
and designs. All our pool surrounds are impeccably crafted in glass fibre reinforced polyester and require no additional covering. The smooth even pool surface is pleasant to walk
on and is easy to clean and maintain.
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FEEL
GOOD

More than just a practical detail: The “overflow” feature is impressive and exclusive, whilst at the same time unobtrusive. The water
level is completely flush with the pool surround, creating the sensation of freedom and the optical illusion of a larger overall surface
area. The pool with overflow also prevents the formation of dirt on
the edges. The modular production with a combination of straight
and curvy lines, varying water depths and various other extras,
allows extremely personalized creations that perfectly satisfy your
wishes. We are pleased to assist you through every stage from
planning to installation, drawing upon our many years of experience.
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LET IT

GO
There are many different ways to cover a pool.
The integrated underfloor pool cover is definitely
one of the most practical, uncomplicated and
cleanest – so discreet in fact, that it is hardly
even noticeable when open. Floating pool covers
guarantee safety for children and animals. Safety
and reliable protection against pool debris are
the major advantages. In addition, pool covers
offer optimal insulation with a noticeable saving
in heating costs as the warmth of the water is
efficiently trapped. Positive side effect: The
swimming season is extended. The cover can be
opened and closed by means of a modern electric
motor. Almost all pools in the POLYFASER range,
with the exception of our free-style models, can
be fitted with this extremely elegant and practi-

Mod. Kos XL 4,00 × 12,50 × 1,53 m

cal solution.
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NOT
JUST
A
BORDER

An attractive surrounding edge

Exclusively from POLYFASER:

gives your pool the perfect fin-

The “Back” roller box is built-in

ishing touch. With all POLYFASER

to the back of the pool wall and

pools, the impeccably crafted

is almost invisible, leaving the

pool surround can be complete-

entire length of the pool free. The

ly tailored to suit your needs.

vertical screen is in the colour of

Popular materials that are easy

the pool and can be either swiv-

to maintain include stone slabs,

el-mounted or fully detachable. It

tiles or wood, which can be fitted

is available for all models with

either below or above the pool

the exception of free-style pools.

surround, creating the most suitable and elegant frame for your
pool. The overflow channel also
can be covered with either a clas-

“Cover Light” roller box. It is

sic plastic grid or stone slabs.

installed directly inside the
pool and can be disguised with
an additional cover on request,
which can also serve as a comfortable, practical seat. This
installation method is available
for all pool models with the exception of our free-style pools.

This roller box is built-in permanently behind the swimming area
and fitted with a weight-bearing
cover in polyester in the colour
of the pool.
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The POLYFASER range comprises
numerous monobloc pool models.
Which model is best suited to your
outdoor setting? A free-style pool
with soft, harmoniously rippled
curves or one of our linear, stylish

RECTAN
GULAR
MONOBLOC
POOLS

FREESTYLE
MONOBLOC
POOLS

rectangular designs? Do you prefer
steps in a classic Roman-style or in

MONOBLOC
POOLS
WITH
ROMANSTYLE STEPS

MONOBLOC
POOLS
WITH
ROLLER
BLIND BOX

MONOBLOC
POOLS
WITH
SPECIAL
STEPS

MONOBLOC
POOLS
WITH
OVERFLOW

a more customised style? A monobloc pool with a roller box ensures

Granada

3,00 × 6,00 × 1,53 m

Bali 80

3,77 × 8,00 × 1,53 m

Kreta

2,40 × 5,00 × 1,30 m

Elba 62

3,30 × 6,20 × 1,53 m

Florida

3,77 × 8,30 × 1,53 m

Malta

3,77 × 8,89 × 1,53 m

Ocean 80 3,97 × 8,62 × 1,43 m

undisturbed fun in the pool, safety
and excellent heat storage in the
truest sense. No matter your
choice, with a POLYFASER pool
you will always choose outstanding

Mallorca

3,30 × 6,40 × 1,53 m

Rügen

3,77 × 9,00 × 1,53 m

Ibiza 60

2,58 × 4,46 × 0,59 m

Elba 74

3,30 × 7,40 × 1,53 m

Adria 75

All linear pools can be individually
lengthened or shortened to size.

3,80 × 7,50 × 1,53 m

quality, functionality and design
to meet your highest aesthetic de-

COLOUR SAMPLES

mands. All models are produced
seamlessly from a single piece and
have a thermal insulated floor,
fully insulated with sandwich pan-

Ischia 70

3,30 × 7,00 × 1,53 m

Mainau

3,77 × 9,00 × 1,53 m

Ibiza 90

2,40 × 4,51 × 0,90 m

Hawaii

3,77 × 8,30 × 1,53 m

Adria 85

Menorca

3,30 × 8,00 × 1,53 m

Capri 90

3,77 × 9,00 × 1,53 m

Jamaica 3

3,30 × 6,02 × 1,43 m

Korsika

3,77 × 9,00 × 1,53 m

Karibik

3,80 × 8,50 × 1,53 m

3D ceramic colours

Standard colours

els on request, quick and easy to
install. On request, all models are
also available with a higher water
level (Skimmer). Various water
features and accessories such as

4,00 × 10,20 × 1,53 m

countercurrent, massage systems,

Ocean blue

Ocean white

White

Antique beige

Anthracite grey

Blue

lighting etc., can be installed in
all pool models. Dive into a world
of relaxation!

Athen

3,77 × 8,00 × 1,53 m

Palma

4,00 × 10,00 × 1,53 m

Barbados

4,02 × 7,75 × 1,53 m

Printing errors, production-related measure deviations and technical changes
reserved. The colours shown may vary in the original.

Sylt

3,77 × 8,00 × 1,53 m

Kos

4,00 × 10,50 × 1,53 m
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Grey

TIME FOR YOUR- TIME FOR THE
SPIRIT
SELF, PEACE
FOR YOUR SOUL:
CHOOSING TO
HAVE A POOL
ALWAYS MEANS
CHOOSING A
BIT OF EXTRA
QUALITY IN
YOUR LIFE.
Well-being and relaxation are also becoming more and more important in the public sector.
POLYFASER’s long-standing experience and expertise makes it the right partner for highclass recreational activities. For 50 years we produce pools not only for private customers but
also for the public sector and commercial clients such as hotels. The design possibilities
in this case are almost endless: We can produce pools in any size and shape. We assist our
customers through all stages, from planning to installation.
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INSTALLATION

Punctual, flexible and above all fast delivery and assembly are all part of POLYFASER’s commitment to quality. Products are delivered directly from our factory to the customer by our own
staff, who are completely familiar with all products thanks to their many years of experience.
Our own vehicle fleet includes flat-bed lorries and special vehicles fitted with crane devices. In
order to ensure smooth, fast delivery from the very start, we offer advice and support during
the planning stage.
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LAY IT ON

POLYFASER has always seen the value in crafting its products exclusively by hand. All layers of glass fibre are applied manually and further reinforced with stiffening ribs. We also
draw upon our experience for future-oriented technology: In joint cooperation with our
long-standing suppliers of raw materials, we constantly strive to improve materials and
production techniques. Painstaking controls performed by both ourselves and external
bodies
Sette buoni motivi provano l’ottima
qualità guarantee consistent top quality. In the event that any problems should nonetheless arise, we always strive to find a solution in a swift and uncomplicated manner. Over

La nostra produzione è legata alla tradizione e alla convinzione in ciò che facciamo. Da sempre l’impiego di materiali di altissima qualità e la massima

affidabilità nell’assistenza ai clienti rappresentano il fiore all’occhiello della nostra azienda. Le nostre vasche sono composte da 7 strati di diversi materiali.

the many years since the start of our business, we have learnt that motivated workers

La caratteristica che ci contraddistingue dagli altri produttori del nostro settore è il tipo di lavorazione. Infatti, nella nostra azienda i singoli strati della

produzione delle vasche vengono applicati manualmente. Una procedura che garantisce uno spessore del materiale omogeneo e soprattutto una maggiore

stabilità rispetto alla lavorazione meccanica. L’indurimento si svolge in camere termiche allungando così la durata di vita delle piscine. Inoltre, nella struttura

and satisfied customers are the key to success. The experience gained over the decades is

delle pareti sono inserite una serie di bande rinforzanti verticali che garantiscono una maggiore rigidità.

La testa della vasca è armata con una struttura continua in acciaio integrata che garantisce anch’essa una resistenza duratura. Uno speciale isolamento del

drawn upon and reflected in our daily work. In our 50 years of business, we have installed

pavimento garantisce una protezione termica ottimale verso il terreno sottostante. Lo strato più alto delle vasche è liscio in modo da facilitarne la pulizia.
Altro enorme vantaggio nell’installazione è la singolare tecnica di ancoraggio che permette di allineare le pareti perfettamente. Il montaggio è effettuato
sempre nei tempi previsti da soli collaboratori specializzati.

an impressive number of pools. POLYFASER also produces boat hulls – using the same pro-

Nel caso in cui sia necessario, provvediamo in tempi rapidissimi ad inviare un aiuto per velocizzare i tempi.

Un team flessibile di tecnici specializzati è sempre pronto per consulenze e assistenza. Siamo a vostra disposizione in maniera rapida e affidabile per qual-

cesses and materials as for our pool production – for a renowned shipyard in

siasi tipo di servizio di assistenza. Effettuiamo misure per l’assicurazione della qualità sia per prodotti nostri che nei controlli esterni.
In questo modo garantiamo al cliente la massima qualità.
Qualità controllata da 40 anni.

Austria, working with sailing boats and speedboats of up to 1,000 HP.
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1

Gelcoat surface, special coating for swimming pools

2

Vinylester, a glass fibre reinforced buffer
layer, guarantees osmosis resistance

3

Several layers of glass fibre laminate

4

Exclusive glass fibre matting for the highest
stability and compressive strength

5

Sandwich insulation (optional)

6

Reinforcement elements for additional
stability

7

Several layers of glass fibre laminate

8

Topcoat surface sealing on the outside of the
pool

9

Solid, adjustable metal reinforcement all
round the pool

6
5

4
3
2

1
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Emerald

For a longer swimming season
and swimming in almost any
weather, pool roofings from
POLYFASER are the right choice.
They ensure safety for people

Opal

and pets, less pool cleaning
and maintenance and noticeable savings in energy costs.
Our in-house pool designs draw

Diamond

upon the experience gained over
decades of pool production,
using a single source to provide
you with everything you need.
Strict quality controls, also by

Ruby

the TÜV certificate organisation, are carried out during all
stages of production, which
takes place exclusively in South
Tyrol. If you too are dreaming

Ruby I

of up-to-the-minute design
and perfection down to the last
detail, request the catalogue of
our pool roofings now!

Ruby II

Sapphire

WELL
COVERED

Pearl
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KNOW
HOW

POLYFASER stands for 50 years of experience
in the production of swimming pools. Production
takes place entirely in our facilities in Prato allo
Stelvio in South Tyrol, covering more than 30,000
square meters. State-of-the-art technology, energy
recovery, energy production from biomass (from
a wood chip plant) and solar panels guarantee
sustainable and responsible production.

Infopoint Bad Fischau (Vienna)
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werbecompany.com

Kvarner Trading d.o.o.
Donja Hlapa 121
51514 Dobrinj, Otok KRK, Croatia
info@kvarner-pool.com
T +385 (0)99 3 700 600

